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iPad share reportedly sinks to 38 per
cent as cheap Android tablets dominate
UK shoppers preferred inexpensive Android slates in 2013
By Chris Smith (/author?searchTerm=Chris Smith) December 25th 2013
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New iPads may redeem 2013 for Apple in the tablet sphere
British consumers flocked to snap up affordable Android tablets in 2013,
with slates running Google's mobile operating system owning 56 per cent of
sales in the first 9 months the year, according to new stats.
Tablets like the Google Nexus 7(/reviews/pc-mac/tablets/new-nexus7-1169802/review) and Amazon Kindle Fire(/reviews/pcmac/tablets/amazon-kindle-fire-hdx-7-1199353/review) range, proved
massive hits, alongside cheap alternatives like the surprise Tesco
Hudl(/reviews/pc-mac/tablets/tesco-hudl-1183138/review), and ownbrand solutions like the Argos MyTablet and Aldi Lifetab.
That leaves the iPad with a 38 per cent share of the pie, IDC claims,
although the arrival of Apple's most most impressive line-up, yet with the
iPad Air(/reviews/pc-mac/tablets/ipad-air-1191350/review) and iPad
mini 2(/reviews/pc-mac/tablets/ipad-mini-2-with-retina-display1191349/review), may have spearheaded a rival in the Christmas season.
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However, the Air and Mini 2 start at £400 and £320 respectively, and the
figures for the first 9 months suggest British shoppers are more concerned
with value and functionality over high-end specs, design and high-powered
apps.

Archos shines light on Neon line of budget Android
tablets

Low end hits the heights

New iPad, iPhone bezels may one day be both smart
and pressure-sensitive

"The very low end tablet market saw very strong sales this year, which is
something we're expecting to continue into next year and beyond –
especially for Christmas," said IDC research director, the awesomely-named

(/news/mobile-computing/tablets/archosintroduces-a-trio-of-budget-android-tablets-beforethe-mwc-2014-slog-1220364)
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Francisco Jeronimo.
According to IDC demand for tablets was up 92 per cent in the UK during
the first three quarters of 2013, with 7.6 million shipments in total.

Dell Wyse Connect puts a personal cloud in your
pocket
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Whether the iPad was able to gain ground during the final three months of
the year remains to be seen.
Via
Guardian(http://www.theguardian.com/technology/2013/dec/25/applebruised-cheaper-tablets-ipads-android-tesco-hudl)
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